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“Cafeteria because there 
would be more food 

in one place and more 
seating available.”

Arsha Chatha
Sophomore
Undeclared

“I’d prefer access to food 
trucks because there’s 
no room on campus for 
a cafeteria, and it could 

potentially support local 
business.”

Kiaya Stewart
Junior

Biomedical Science

“Although I would 
prefer a cafeteria and 

the options it could 
provide, it’s probably 

more economically 
feasible and realistic for 

the campus to provide 
food trucks.”

Shaun Jones, Jr.
Senior

Marketing

“Food truck just because 
of the uniqueness and 

variety”

“I’d prefer food trucks 
because there would be 

more variety.” 

Jennifer Martinez
Freshman

Undeclared

H Would you rather have food 
trucks or a cafeteria on 

campus, and why?COMPILED AND PHOTOS BY NICOLAS LUNA
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 Back the Blue Movement

Dear Editor,

The stigma surrounding 
our nation’s law enforce-
ment is downright abhor-
rent, and quite frankly, it is 
this demonization that 
needs to be quarantined. A 
widespread attitude against 
men and women who con-
stantly put their lives on the 
line — often placed in situ-
ations in which the average 
person would crumble — is 
a mindset that should be 

abolished, not encouraged.
Unfortunately, this atti-

tude, in particular, is per-
petuated on the UW Tacoma 
campus. Professors and stu-
dents alike will praise this 
rebellious nature — a dan-
gerous indoctrination that I 
have been privy to during 
my collegiate experience. 

Why is “f**k the police” 
such a common life motto 
and dialogue here? What 
does this negativity accom-
plish? As a family member 

of two retired LA Sheriffs, 
this dialogue is 100% disre-
spectful to past, present and 
fallen officers. Tacoma stu-
dents and residents should 
remain mindful of the in-
fluence their hate has — 
yes, hate.

Consider for a moment 
where this hate stems from. 
Is your perception complete-
ly your own? Or, is it simply 
a concoction of lies built 
within an echo-chamber? 

Every individual who 

fails to respect these men 
and women — boasting fic-
titious fear into the hearts 
of others — I implore you 
to remember the families 
and friends of the 134 US 
officers who were killed on 
the line of duty in 2019.

I hope that those reading 
this will never experience 
an emergency situation. 
However, should the time 
arise, I pray they accept the 
aide of our righteous de-
fenders. As Michael Marks 

once said, “And maybe just 
remind the few, if ill of us 
they speak, that we are all 
that stands between the 
monsters and the weak."

And to all law enforce-
ment, thank you for your 
continued service, protec-
tion and sacrifice. There may 
always be individuals who 
choose to speak ill of you, 
but there will always be plen-
ty of others who will extend 
their eternal gratitude.



Charles and Terry Gourmet 
Chinese is an on-campus res-
taurant in the Dawg House, 
MAT 153. It is currently open 

Monday–Thursday from 10 a.m.–2 p.m. 
Owned by brothers Brandon and Jason 
Lee, Charles and Terry Gourmet Chi-
nese originally partnered with UW 
Tacoma in May 2018 as part of a lunch 
pilot program to provide more food 
options on campus. 

“[The experience at UWT] has been 
positive,” said Brandon Lee, who is also 
an alumnus of UWT. “So far everything 
has been really good, business has been 
really steady … It’s kinda definitely a 
chill vibe …  I'm constantly changing 
the menu, I recently added a sweet red 
bean bun as well as mushroom and 
chicken buns."

While the Lee brothers try to stay 
innovative, they admit there are re-
strictions currently while serving at 
UWT. The primary concern is that 
there is no designated space to prepare 
food on campus.

"It’s really limited,” Lee said. “I know 
there are two slots [to keep food heat-
ed]. Orange chicken is the popular one 
but the other I keep rotating. I do wish 
there was a kitchen … that I could use 
on campus."

Charles and Terry Gourmet Chi-
nese make their food from scratch. 
Preparation of the food is usually done 
off-campus then transported over to 
be placed in warming trays. Lee states 
this is due to insufficient ventilation 
in the Dawg House. He is hopeful that 
he will be able to boil, fry and wok 
dishes on-site in the future.

“I do believe once there is a cafeteria 
people will stay on campus more be-
cause of the food options,” Lee said. 
“Right now I feel like people are just 
driving off trying to find better food or 
cheaper food. I do feel it could be better.”

Lee believes that a cafeteria on 
campus — compared to food trucks 
— would be a greater advantage to 
students and restaurants. Food trucks 
would have to find designated park-
ing and adhere to weather conditions, 
whereas a cafeteria is indoors and 
could provide a kitchen to prepare a 
larger and fresher variety of dishes 
on-site, as well as an additional seat-
ing area for students and faculty to 
enjoy their meals.

Lee agrees that UWT has made 
good efforts to provide affordable 
food options on campus. He does 
believe more could be done and is 
hopeful to see more improvements.

“I was a student once and you’re 
always struggling to find food,” said Lee, 
“It’s important to have that healthiness.”
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Bug in Workday causes student employees to lose wages
Student workers receive an updated minimum wage, but an error in the system causes problems and confusion.

January paychecks may seem a 
little light to some student workers 
on our campus. Many student em-
ployees were affected when the new 
year started. An unintended effect 
from an override in the Workday 
system caused student employees to 
have their pay set to the state mini-
mum wage of $13.50.

Based on word from the Finance 
and Human Resources staff, the uni-
versity set up an automated program 
in Workday to bring all students em-
ployees being paid below $13.50 per 
hour up to the new minimum wage 
on Jan. 1. This was to supplement the 
lists that supervisors send to Finance 
and HR to enter by hand in December. 
However, on Dec. 31, the automated 
process that was set up overrode all 
of the manual entries and simply up-
dated the wage of most student work-
ers to $13.50 on Jan. 1, even in the 
cases where an employee made more 
than $13.50 prior to Jan. 1. 

“Basically, we knew that there was 
an increase in minimum wage in Ta-

coma,” said Sean Schmidt, associate 
director of Finance, Human Resourc-
es and Administration. “So, the 
Workday folks set in place an auto-
matic update that would happen … 
And then when Monica [Maul] actu-
ally went through to audit those 
changes to make sure they happened, 
she realized that they had been over-
ridden by the automatic process that 
was already scheduled to happen.”

The error, which was discovered 
around Jan. 21, is in the process of 
being fixed, and any students who 
have been paid less than what they 
are due will receive back pay on their 
next paycheck.

“It will get fixed, there’s no doubt 
about that,” Schmidt said. “We are 
just hoping that it happens quickly 
and smoothly.”

Tacoma’s minimum wage has been 
increasing for the past four years. In 
2016, the minimum wage was $10.35 
per hour, which was then bumped up 
to $11.15 in 2017, $12.00 in 2018 and 
$12.35 an hour in 2019. At the start of 
2020, Tacoma employers were required 
to increase the minimum wage to the 
state’s minimum of $13.50 an hour. 

By AndreA nAdAl
news reporter

By lAuren Zent
news reporter

Charles & Terry: food trucks and cafeterias.
Charles and Terry’s Brandon Lee touches on UW Tacoma’s initiatives towards affordable food options on campus.

PHOTO BY NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI
Brandon Lee is co-owner of Charles & Terry at UW Tacoma.

COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM AND WORKDAY.COM
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The Services and Activities Fee 
Committee is now collecting requests 
from all applicable student-related 
departments for their annual budgets. 
Requests — due by Feb. 7 — help to 
shape how student programs are 
funded. Everything from ASUWT, to 
the Student Activities Board and Stu-
dent Health Services —  and many 
others —  all have their budgets up 
for consideration. This year, the com-
mittee is headed by Elijah Freeman, 
who was the committee’s administra-
tive assistant the previous year.

The committee, whose voting 
members are all UW Tacoma students, 
plans to change up how they will be 
doing their allocation budget process 
from last year’s format. Instead of ask-
ing all departments to come in and 
provide a presentation to inform the 
committee as to justify the budget they 
submitted, SAFC will instead call in 
departments as needed to streamline 
the budgeting process. One hope for 
this change is that this will lower the 
chance of personal biases impacting 
the final decisions.

“SAFC members must look at pro-
posals with an impartial and equitable 
lens,” said Bethany Ball, a member of 
the SAFC and a senior earning her 
degree in business administration. “We 

have been entrusted with the great re-
sponsibility of overseeing and allocat-
ing large amounts of money. SAFC 
members are also responsible for the 
impact that our decisions can have on 
students’ lives.”

For this Fiscal Year 2020, SAFC 
last year had allocated a little over 
$2.3 million dollars to the different 
student programs. All programs 
which are funded by SAFC are done 
so through the $158 fee each full-time 
student at UWT pays. UWT cur-
rently has the highest fee out of the 
three UW campuses, with Bothell 
students paying $99 a quarter and 
Seattle students paying $141. 

After all decisions are made and 
SAFC believes they are moving for-
ward with the best budget possible, 
the chancellor will then give his ap-
proval of the budget recommenda-
tion. After that, the SAFC chairper-
son will present the budget in front 

of the UW Board of Regents, who 
will then give the final word as to 
whether or not the budget will go into 
effect for the following year.

SAFC also handles special re-
quests made throughout the year. 
These requests are made by fee-fund-
ed programs to gain additional emer-
gency finances to cover costs that 
were not anticipated in the annual 
budgeting process. These requests 
happen in the fall and in the spring, 
and will be open for submissions 
again in April and will close in May. 

“One of the challenges of this 
year's committee will be to maintain 
our attention to detail as we review 
proposals,” Ball said. “This is an op-
portunity for growth for us and will 
help us ask great questions.”

Sean Schmidt, associate director 
of Finance, Human Resources and 
Administration and the compliance 
officer for SAFC offered his thoughts 
on this year’s budgeting process.

“Each group will have a chance to 
meet with the committee, but it won’t 
be what you’ve already written,” 
Schmidt said. “Information that’s 
been already provided to [SAFC], has 
already been provided to them. What 
they really want to get to is any ques-
tions or follow-ups they may have. I 
think in that sense it is a great idea 
because they are trying to be effective 
and efficient in what they’re doing.”

SAFC accepting budget requests
Every year, service and activity fee-funded programs submit budgets to inform the annual allocation process.

By Mitchell FerMo
news editor

“We [SAFC] have 
been entrusted with 
the great responsi-
bility of overseeing 
and allocating large 
amounts of
money[...]”

Center for Student Leadership moves to Center for Student Involvement
A merge between student involvement, service and leadership.

Upon returning from winter break, 
the Center for Service and Leadership 
received confirmation that they will be 
relocating to the University Y and 
merging with the Center for Student 
Involvement team. The projected move 
is expected to happen on March 13. 

In an email sent by Bernard An-
derson, the associate vice-chancellor 
for Student Life, the CSL was told 
that office space is premium and chal-
lenging decisions were made regard-
ing where clubs and organizations 
can be located. The current location 
of the CSL, MAT 107, will be the new 
office for Disability Resources for 
Students, which is currently sharing 
office space with Counseling and 
Psychological Services on the third 
floor of the Mattress Factory. Dis-
ability Resources for Students need-
ed new office space for growth and 
operational needs. 

“[Paul Prociv] and I consulted and 
I decided to realign the CSL under the 
purview of the CSI,'' said Anderson.

According to Anderson, the work 
of both groups are similar so the events, 
programming and other initiatives in-
volved with each club should not be 
affected. The CSL staff will all remain 
in their positions and, besides the loca-
tion, it should be business as usual. 

For example, the CSL has the Hus-
ky Volunteer Orientations coming up 
for people looking into volunteer work 
or people wanting to know more about 
the Husky Volunteer Program. The 
remaining dates to learn more about 
the program are Feb. 5 and 7 from 
12:30–1:30 p.m. in the Mattress Fac-
tory.

Currently, there is not a full-time 
employee in the position of Civic En-
gagement Specialist, however Assistant 
Director of Student Engagement Liz 
Hansen has been filling in and restor-
ing the position. Once someone is 
hired, they will take over the direct 
coordination of CSL activities. 

“Losing and changing spaces are 
never easy, and I know that the students 
and previous staff of the Center of Ser-
vice and Leadership worked hard to 
create the welcoming environment the 

current space provides,” said Hansen. 
Hansen sees the move as beneficial 

to not only the CSI but the other groups 
involved, such as ASUWT and Student 

Activities Board, as well. She sees a lot 
of potential for greater opportunities 
for collaboration between said groups.  

“One of my first priorities was to 

reorganize my divergent team into a 
unified, more efficient structure that 
would allow us to further enhance the 
student experience,” Anderson said. 

By MAdeline hiller
news reporter

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF UW TACOMA $190,258

CAREER DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION $24,204

CENTER FOR EQUITY & INCLUSION $205,570

CENTER FOR SERVICE & LEADERSHIP $108,677

CHILDCARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM $107,155

CONFERENCE & EVENT FUND $175,500

DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT $514,870

$65,076

GIVING GARDEN $13,447

GLOBAL AMBASSADORS $10,987

REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATION $49,948

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD $149,411

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES $255,669

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS $228,032

FIRST GENERATION FELLOWS

UNIVERSITY Y & DAWG HOUSE $211,076

TOTAL ALLOCATIONS $2,309,880

PROGRAM 2019-2020

PHOTO BY NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI
The current Center for Student Leadership is located in Mat 107 and will move to the University Y Student Center in March.

DESIGNED BY NATALIE PEYTON
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We feel too much sympathy for bad people
Understanding why people do what they do is great... to a certain point.

Joe Goldberg — played by Penn 
Badgely — from Netflix’s 
original show “You” is the 
character that everybody 

hates to love. On one hand, he murders 
innocent people and preys on women. 
But on the other hand, he’s a surpris-
ingly nurturing person with a habit of 
taking troubled kids under his wing 
and offering them protection from 
toxic situations. He stalks women and 
engineers himself to be their perfect 
partner, but he loves them so much and 
is willing to selflessly sacrifice so much 
for them. Part of the series’ pull is that 
Joe is so normal on the outside that 

viewers are constantly pulled to sym-
pathize with him despite his extreme-
ly problematic shortcomings. 

Even Badgely calls out fans on Twit-
ter for romanticizing Joe — arguing once 
in an interview with Variety Studios that 
the show is a great example of how far 
people are willing to go to forgive an “evil 
white guy.” While the narrative is cer-
tainly changing, we see in the media 
constant defenses for people — domi-
nantly white men — who have commit-
ted crimes. In the case of school shooters, 
mental illness is always blamed. The 
criminal is painted as being a troubled 
young person, and not with contempt. 
Men like Brock Turner are spoken of 
sympathetically, with pleas of people try-
ing to protect their futures because they 

don’t deserve to go down for “one small 
mistake.” There is even a difference in 
how news is reported, with white people 
who have committed crimes being re-
garded with their titles, such as “soccer 
player,” and minorities being reported 
with their race or, potentially, past crim-
inal history. I’ve seen white murderers 
portrayed with flattering pictures of 
them, and for an identical crime, a black 
person’s harsh mugshot is shown. 

So, it’s safe to say that Badgely has a 
point when he complains about how 
people feel about Joe. A lot of people tend 
to sympathize with Joe because of racial 
bias. It would be interesting to see if this 
behavior continued if a different actor 
was chosen, or even if there were lesser 
privileges there, such as an unattractive 

person playing Joe. This most certainly 
contributes to the warmth so many feel 
towards Joe. But there’s more dimension 
as to why we are committed to trying to 
forgive terrible people other than the 
racial problems Badgely pointed out. 

This reflects a fairly consistent nar-
rative across real people and television 
people alike. Our constant desire to 
forgive people once they’ve found a way 
to justify their actions in such a way that 
elicits our sympathy. While people being 
attracted to the character Joe Goldberg, 
or even thinking Ted Bundy is attractive 
is typically a harmless thing, the empa-
thy we feel that transcends all logic and 
rationality can become toxic for us. 

While things like hard pasts do 
certainly lead people to develop 

skewed moral compasses, toxic be-
haviors, or even abusive tendencies, 
their actions are still their fault. They 
still make the conscious decision to 
cause harm to other people, letting 
things like ego or power take prior-
ity over acting kindly and morally. 

And even if they didn’t, even if 
forces they can’t control lead them to 
hurt you over and over — why do you 
deal with it? Why do you make ex-
cuses for them? Why do you forgive 
over and over? People know what 
they’re doing. People do not treat 
people they value poorly, they treat 
people poorly that they aren’t scared 
to lose. Do yourself a favor and stop 
being so sympathetic to those that 
hurt you.

By MeghAn rAnd
opinion editor

PHOTO COURTESY OF VARIETY.COM
Penn Badgely plays Joe in "You"
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Bride kidnapping, mainly in Central 
Asia and the Caucuses, is an unfortunate 
tradition where a man kidnaps the 
woman whom he plans to marry. By 
doing so, the woman is forced to marry 
him, or else her refusal is looked down 
upon by the community.

In Kyrgyzstan, this tradition is 
called “ala kachuu,” which means “to 
take and run away.” The United Na-
tions Population Fund found that 16 
to 23% of women are kidnapped for 
marriage, the average age reported 
was 19. Keep in mind that bride kid-
napping and child marriage is illegal 
in Kyrgyzstan.

The girls and women are force-
fully taken from the streets, schools, 
parks, etc., stuffed into a car, and 
taken to the abductors home, where 
he has already notified his family in 
advance. Once they arrive, they are 
already waiting with food, sweets, 
more relatives and a scarf to put over 
the woman’s head. If they are able to 
put the scarf on her, then that means 
she “accepts” the marriage. Even if 
the women are still finishing school, 
or just didn’t feel ready yet, they are 

given no choice but to marry — es-
pecially since the man’s side of the 
family will continue to force her, us-
ing culture as an excuse.

“Young boys, who joke that they 
will kidnap a girl themselves one day, 
are the ones who should be educated. 
They should hear the stories of young 
girls who have experienced kidnapping, 
see their tears, and feel how deeply they 
have been wounded by what people in 
Kyrgyzstan call a “tradition” — even 
though it is not,” said Iris Oppelaar on 
VoicesonCentralAsia.org.

This is a shameful practice itself, 
not something the abductors and his 
friends should take pride in. “Bride 
Kidnapping perpetuates Rape Culture 
and a paradigm where women are 
not autonomous within their own 
bodies and are forced to cower under 
the weight of patriarchy and misog-
yny,” said Nicole Bedford on the Me-
dium. Bride kidnapping is demeaning 
and should not continue to be nor-
malized in villages.

From watching the VICE docu-
mentary available on YouTube called 
“Bride Kidnapping in Kyrgyzstan,” one 
of the abductors, the grooms friend, 
said they knew the police in the area 
and could talk them out of them get-

ting in trouble for the kidnapping.
Seeing how some people still feel 

strongly in support of this tradition 
and indulge themselves in the prac-
tice is unacceptable. Women and girls 
face depression, anxiety and stress 

from the kidnapping itself, along with 
cases of suicide. Research by Duke 
University reported that babies born 
from kidnapped brides weigh 80–190 
grams less than babies born from ar-
ranged brides.

This is not culture, this is an im-
moral practice passed down from 
families from generation to genera-
tion. Education needs to break this 
passing as women and girls have the 
right over themselves.
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Why the tradition of bride kidnapping must end
Bride kidnapping is a tradition predominantly in Central Asia that involves suitors

kidnapping a woman they please and forcing them to marry him.
By Bengisu cicek
opinion coluMnist

The oversharing epidemic of Instagram
The digital stage that is the “finsta.”

Instagram is a revolutionary app 
that allows one to share their life with 
those they care about in however way 
they see fit. We can now keep up to 
date with what our favorite author, 
sports stars, and actors are doing 
daily, and be able to relate to them in 
not only in a fanatic manner, but in 
ways that can often bring them back 
down to Earth. While effortlessly 
connecting the world through niche 
memes, sports, and fashion, Insta-
gram simultaneously brings out tox-
icity among its users. 

The most obvious fashion of this 
toxicity is the overexposure of vain and 
vapid content, swallowed and digested 
by followers continuously and end-
lessly. Most people, myself included, 
find themselves following useless and 
pointless accounts. It gets old seeing 
the humdrum of larger-than-life celeb-
rities every day or seeing the same 
meme four times a day, especially when 
it wasn’t funny the first time.

There is a deeper toxicity to the 
average Instagram user, however. In 
recent years, the trend of the “finsta” 
has developed. “Finsta” is a com-

pound slang made up of the words 
“fake” and “Instagram.” Logically, the 
public Instagrams of these users are 
often dubbed “Rinsta,” a combination 
of “real” and “Instagram.” As is, I see 
no problem in having two separate 
Instagrams, one of which contains 
only your close friends and one for 

the public. The real toxicity that I see 
is that finsta is often used to vent 
about deep traumas, quarrels between 
friends, and overall emotional prob-
lems. This is problematic to me for 
two reasons. 

The first being this: if one is to 
complain about their “real life” prob-

lems on their finsta, that would in-
sinuate that their “Rinsta” is chock 
full of their “fake life,” in which every 
moment is picture perfect, and their 
own life is portrayed as being seldom 
bothered by real issues. The second 
reason is that it simply is not healthy 
to vent to a screen instead of seeking 

advice from a professional or even a 
close friend. The display of one’s is-
sues on a private Instagram account 
should not be considered anything 
close to therapeutic. To me, it is an 
exhibition of emotions, which in-
dulged by its viewers, offers the host 
a brief and superficial catharsis that 
is surely fading almost as soon as it 
was realized. 

I think it is important to note that 
my opinion on this is not intended 
to belittle those feelings or issues 
posted on finstas, I am merely just 
critiquing the delivery system. I also 
understand that many people have a 
hard time being open and honest with 
their feelings to another person, 
whether it involves them or not, so 
the Finsta is a delivery system for 
their feelings. I am not belittling any 
hardships, for it is important to live 
through them. I argue that our soci-
ety has become so used to living be-
hind the keyboard, that it has become 
how we deal with our problems and 
how we celebrate our achievements. 
If you look hard enough, there are 
people in your life who will listen to 
your problems, and help you celebrate 
your victories, they may already be 
following your Finsta.

By nicolAs lunA
opinion coluMnist

ILLUSTRATION BY BRUNO MARQUEZ

ILLUSTRATION BY BRUNO MARQUEZ
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“SUMMERTIME”
An experimental piece by 

“Blindspotting” Director Carlos Lo-
pez Estrada, “Summertime” has a 
loose plot built around poetry mono-
logues written by its cast of teenagers. 
If slam poetry doesn’t interest you 
then this one may not be for you, but 
it happened to be one of my favorites.

“THE PAINTER AND THE THIEF”
A documentary of unusual circum-

stances where Czech painter Barbora 
Kysilkova seeks out the thief of two of 
her paintings. When the thief is ap-
prehended, he and Kysilkova strike up 
an unlikely friendship. Norwegian 
Director Benjamin Ree documented 
both Kysilkova and Karl-Bertil Nord-
land for three years, and the film cov-
ers a story that takes unanticipated 
twists. Expect it to be a sure contender 
for best documentary at next year's 
Academy Awards.

“COME AWAY”
A reimagining of the origin stories 

for Peter Pan and Alice in Wonderland, 
this film unsuccessfully blends drama 
and fantasy. Director Brenda Chapman 
preciously helmed successes like Pixar’s 
“Brave” and DreamWorks’ “The Prince 
of Egypt.” But you wouldn’t know it 
from this effort, which appears to 
struggle with balancing the contrasting 
tones of child-friendly whimsy and 
dark family tragedy.

“LA LLORONA”
Guatemalan Director Jayro Busta-

mante writes and directs this alter-
nate take on the traditional Latin 
American folktale, but the new spin 
on the tale spawned dreadful results. 
Being a film that mostly relies on 
atmosphere, it was so dull that it 
bored me to sleep, literally.

“THE MOLE AGENT”
We all need to respect our elders 

more — a proposition that this Chilean 
documentary drives home. A mysteri-
ous benefactor hires an 83 year-old 
man to infiltrate a nursing home in 
which their mother is staying to see if 
she’s being treated badly. It’s a slow, 
pensive look at how lonely residents 

get when their children stop visiting 
and well worth a watch if you can get 
over subtitles.

“UNCLE FRANK”
Paul Bettany and Sophia Lillis — 

the latter of the new “IT” fame — star 
in this period piece about a closeted 
gay college professor who must return 
to his South Carolina home when his 
homophobic father passes away. Cov-
ering complex themes like self iden-
tity, idol worship, and owning up to 
the person you really are, the movie 
is solid. But it feels uncannily similar 
to “Green Book,” and these parallels 
may prevent it from breaking out dur-
ing award season.

“WORTH”
Michael Keaton stars as lawyer 

Kenneth Feinberg in this script based 
on a true story. Feinberg takes the 
undesired job as head of the 9/11 Vic-
tims Compensation Fund and thus 
has to tackle the tough question of 
how a human life can be reduced to a 
monetary figure. It’s another film with 
great acting, but the script doesn’t leap 
off the page to make the material in-
teresting enough.

“THE NIGHT HOUSE”
Tense, atmospheric, and best of all, 

legitimately spine tingling. This horror 
film stars Rebecca Hall as the recently 
widowed Beth who is still in grief after 
her husband's suicide. But when she 
suddenly begins seeing things around 
the house, it urges the audience to ques-
tion: Is it her grief and alcoholism, or 
is there a spirit present?

“POSSESSOR”
A creepy, queasy thriller with sci-fi 

undertones, this film ended our festival 
experience in a memorable way. Bran-
don Cronenberg writes and directs a 
unique story concerning a corporation 
that has developed a way of gaining 
possession of other people’s bodies and 
utilizing them to commit assassinations 
to further their own business interests. 
Thematically rich and eye openingly 
violent, it may not gain mainstream 
approval, but I predict it will become 
a sure cult hit sometime soon.

Sundance Film Festival opens big
Utah-area festival attracts film enthusiasts around the world — surprisingly with many UW alumni.

By Andrew Brown
FilM critic

Thanks to the 
good folks at 
the Sundance 
Institute, The 

Ledger had the privilege 
of attending the Sun-
dance Film Festival this 
past weekend — one of 
the most well known 
film festivals in the 
world. With the help of 
movie star Robert Red-
ford, the Sundance Film 
Festival was established 
in the late seventies as 
an effort to bring at-
tention to independent 
cinema. 

The function of Sun-
dance is primarily to 
provide a visible plat-
form for unknown, 
independent filmmakers 
to receive exposure and 
have their movies seen, 
especially by Hollywood 
executives. Many film-
makers — from Quentin 
Tarantino to Paul Thomas 
Anderson — received 
their big break due to film 
premieres at the festival. 
With this being said, 
here’s a round up of what 
The Ledger managed to 
catch throughout the 
weekend there:

COURTESY OF SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL
The Sundance Film Festival takes place every year in the Salt Lake City area.

COURTESTY OF SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL
Stills from: A. "Possessor" B. "Summertime" and C. "Come Away".

B.

C.

A.

A.
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As we head into the next decade, 
there are bound to be highs and lows 
fans will have to endure throughout the 
next ten years. From moments that will 
surely be cemented into our memories 
forever to others that we’ll be able to 
recall the exact place we were when it 
happened. These moments are why we 
choose to follow our teams so closely 
and stick with them through the good 
times as well as the bad. This is why I 
wanted to look back at this past decade 
and make a list of my top five Seattle 
sports moments that occurred. 

5. EDGAR FINALLY GETS THE CALL
Edgar Martinez is viewed as one of 

the greatest Mariners and best hitters 
in the history of Major League Baseball. 
Martinez is also highly ranked in most 
statistical categories and while he was 
well deserving of a spot in the Nation-

al Baseball Hall of Fame, he was pri-
marily a designated hitter. Therefore, 
some voters felt that since he only 
played half of the game he was unde-
serving of a spot.

This finally changed during his final 
year of eligibility on the HOF ballot, on 
January 22, 2019. When the reading for 
the inductees occurred, his name was 
called. Overwhelmed with emotion, 
Edgar could not thank the fans and the 
city of Seattle enough for raising aware-
ness during his HOF campaign. 

4. ISAIAH THOMAS’S BUZZER BEATER 
VERSUS ARIZONA

As a kid, I played this shot over and 
over in my head. It is one of the most 
iconic moments of my childhood and I 
still go back and watch this shot when 
I get the chance. Isaiah Thomas was a 
local player from Tacoma who decided 
to stay home and play basketball for the 
University of Washington. From the 
start, it was obvious that IT was a special 
player and this was the moment that 
cemented it. 

Tied at 75 with 19 seconds left in the 
2011 Pac-10 championship game, it was 

then that Thomas took the game into 
his own hands and decided he was going 
to end it. As the clock expired, Thomas 
hit a mid-range jumper to win the game 
and send the Huskies to the NCAA 
tournament. After the season, he de-
cided to take his talents to the NBA 
where he is in the middle of his ninth 
season currently playing for the Wash-
ington Wizards. 

3. MARSHAWN LYNCH BEAST QUAKE 
RUN

It was the 2010 NFL Wild Card 
round, the Seahawks were underdogs 
at home playing the defending champi-
ons, the New Orleans Saints. The Se-
ahawks held a 34–30 lead with three and 
a half minutes left and were just trying 
to run out the clock in order to advance 
to the next round of the playoffs. How-
ever, Marshawn Lynch had other plans. 
Lynch would find the endzone with a 
68 yard run in which he broke multiple 
tackles along the way and generated 
what is now considered one of the great-
est runs in NFL history.

The run officially came to be known 
as the “beast quake” through the com-

bination of Lynch’s nickname, beast 
mode, and the rumor that the crowd’s 
roaring volume during the run regis-
tered on a nearby Richter scale — a tool 
utilized to measure earthquakes. It is 
almost a given that the run will be shown 
during any Seahawk playoff game on 
television. Since the “beast quake,” 
Lynch has been a favorite of Seahawks 
fans and recently returned during the 
Seahawks 2020 postseason run. 

2. FELIX HERNANDEZ PERFECT GAME
The Mariners were a very mediocre 

franchise for most of the 2010s. How-
ever, there was one bright day in August 
2012 when Felix Hernandez pitched the 
first perfect game in Mariners history 
— meaning that an opponent failed to 
reach base the entire game. 

Although he was never able to show-
case his talent in the postseason, Felix 
was one of the most dominant pitchers 
in the MLB throughout the decade and 
gave his all to his team and city. Since 
then he has gone on to sign a one year 
contract with the Atlanta Braves, but 
Mariners fans will never forget that day 
in August when Felix pitched the final 

strike, pointed both hands in the air, to 
which his teammates mobbed him on 
the mound.

1. SEAHAWKS WIN THE SUPER BOWL
Finally, my top moment of the de-

cade. The Seahawks winning their first 
Super Bowl in franchise history. The 
2013 season was a magical one for the 
Hawks, led by Russell Wilson and one 
of the most dominant defenses in NFL 
history. While they entered the game as 
underdogs versus Peyton Manning and 
the Denver Broncos, they defied predic-
tions and dominated the field with a 
final score of 43–8 in favor of the Hawks.

This was Seattle’s first major sports 
championship since 1979 — when the 
SuperSonics won the NBA Finals. As 
the Vince Lombardi trophy was raised 
in the air and fans were shown with tears 
running down their faces, it became 
apparent how much this win meant to 
supporters and the city of Seattle. This 
win was also very special to me as a fan 
because it was the first one I was ever 
able to experience and hope there will 
be many more to come.

SPORT REPORT 
My top 5 Seattle sports 

moments of the past decade

By Brooks Moeller

What better way to end “Veganu-
ary” than by attending a local vegan 
mini market? Jan. 26 debuted Tacoma’s 
first Vegan Mini Market to be offered 
monthly. Located on 612 Tacoma Ave. 
S. in Suite A, Organically Grown 
Muscle Gym will be hosting the local 
market on the last Sunday of every 
month between 12:30 and 3:30 p.m.

Owner and founder of Organi-
cally Grown Muscle Gym, Anthony 
Creighton, decided to start his own 
business that stems from his love of 
“helping people find a direct way to 
feel better about themselves without 
no gimmicks, fake supplements, 
quick fixes, and so forth.”  

Ranging from approximately six 
to ten vendors that have the potential 
to cycle as time moves forward, the 
market provides a welcoming envi-
ronment that encourages both vegans 
and non-vegans alike to attend and 
be a part of the community.

 The first market consisted of five 
local vendors extending from home-
made, natural soaps to different kinds 
of vegan foods and treats. Here’s a 
sneak peek at what the market had 
to offer:

 Love Your Belly Foods is a local, 
family owned and operated business 
that provides healthy and organic 
vegan, gluten-free and fair trade 

snacks. Love Your Belly donates 3% 
of their earnings to a local non-prof-
it animal sanctuary and not only this, 
but all products are packaged in con-
tainers that are labeled as composta-
ble as well.

 Vegan Candle Co. — a Seattle 
based company created by Sean and 
Christopher — brought their business 
accommodating vegan lifestyle into 
Tacoma. Creating naturally and do-
mestically sourced candles made 
from vegan soy wax, the two also 
utilize reusable containers from re-
cycled materials and, if ordered from, 
packaging that is recyclable and bio-
degradable as well.

 “We want to offer the best clean 
and vegan candles we can,” said Sean 
and Christopher, “and we’re always 
pursuing new ways to make our prod-
uct better and lessen our impact on 
the environment.”

 Offering more vegan treats this 
afternoon was Little Dipper Confec-
tions. Little Dipper Confections pro-
duces rich and sweet vegan artisan 
chocolates with a wide range of flavors 
that vary from toasted sesame caramel 
to rich orange liqueur truffles, there’s 
surely a flavor for everyone.

 The company is based out of Fir-
crest and declares that all chocolates 
are handcrafted and according to their 
website, is made with four ingredients: 
“time, attention, love, and care.”

 Yet another lifestyle vendor to 

bring their products to the market 
was Tacoma’s own Buddhist Moon 
Soaps. Buddhist Moon has a multi-
tude of different soaps to offer and 
assures patrons that all products are 
made with cruelty-free and vegan 
products. The range of scents varies 
drastically, extending from a typical 
lavender scent to more exotic fra-
grances like “Paris orange.”

 In addition to soaps, the com-
pany also crafts candles, bath bombs, 
beard oils and other products that 
are made from coconut oil, olive oil, 
essential oils along with other natural 
ingredients to guarantee toxic free 
substances for their customers. Fur-
thermore, Love Your Belly Foods 
wasn’t the only vendor of the day to 
donate proceeds to a non-profit 
agency. Buddhist Moon donated 10% 
of their earnings to Mispits and 
Friends Rescue for dogs.

 The last vendor of the day was 
another Tacoma local and food busi-
ness. Adictos a la Salsa uses their 
family recipe to create and deliver 
healthy vegan salsas with flavors of 
sweetness, heat or mildness to please 
everyone who craves it. 

 Creighton now extends this effort 
outwards to the greater Tacoma com-
munity with this monthly vegan mini 
market. If you’re interested in vegan-
ism or local markets and out on the 
town on the last Sunday of the month, 
this market is one worth checking out.

Ending ‘Veganuary’ with Tacoma’s first monthly vegan mini market
Organically Grown Muscle Gym introduces Tacoma’s first ever monthly vegan mini market.

By tAliA collett
A&e editor


